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1 Project Idea and Scenario
The aim of the project PERSES (PERsonal SErvice System)

consists in the development of an interactive mobile shopping
assistant that allows a continuous and intuitively understandable
interaction with a human user. Such a  shopping assistant must
be able to actively observe its operation area, to detect, localize,
and contact potential users, to interact with them continuously,
and to adequately offer its services in the context of the present
situation in the interaction cycle. Typical service tasks we want  to
tackle are to guide the user to desired market areas or articles or
to follow him as a mobile information kiosk while continuously
observing him and his behavior. In the chosen scenario, a mainly
vision-based dialogue seems to be the most natural way for a ro-
bust and continuous interaction between customer and robot.
But, most of the known approaches for visually guided human-
machine interaction require certain constraints concerning the
environmental conditions. However, during interaction with a
mobile service robot operating in an unconstrained indoor area,
one cannot assume predefined circumstances. Therefore, such a
system must be able to handle  highly varying environmental con-
ditions which can neither be estimated nor influenced in advance.

In the context of our scenario, we have to cope with the fol-
lowing interaction and navigation tasks: 1) visual localization of
a potential user within a pre-defined operation area, 2) acoustic
localization of a potential user clapping his hands or shouting a
command, 3) fast learning of an initial visual model of the cur-
rent user and online adaptation of that model handling the sta-
bility-plasticity dilemma due to the varying appearance of the
user in the course of the shopping process, 4) robust vision-
based user tracking, 5) robust avoidance of static and dynamic
obstacles during navigation, 6) navigation to desired places, ar-
ticles, or market areas acting as a guide,  7) continuous self-lo-
calization of the robot in the operation area, 8) recognition of
simple spoken commands, and, for the future,  9) recognition of
gesticulated user instructions and body language. This spec-
trum of tasks necessitates adaptive methods at all processing
levels using neural networks for visual and acoustic scene anal-
ysis, probabilistic methods for map building, self-localization
and navigation (Moravec 1988, Thrun 1998, Burgard 1999, Fox
1999a,b), and concepts from Machine Learning and Control
Theory for dynamic coordination of the subsystems responsi-
ble for the several interaction and navigation tasks (Schoener
1995, Bergener 1999). Due to the specificity of this interaction-
oriented scenario and the characteristics of the operation area
as highly unstructured and dynamic environment with atypical
obstacle configurations (e.g., boards and pipes jutting out of

shelves), we have focused on vision-based methods for both
the interaction and the navigation process.

2 System Architecture
Because of the enormous complexity of the ”shopping-task”

as a whole, we use an approach which allows us to decompose
the problem into separate behavior modules or subsystems re-
sponsible for several subtasks of the interaction and navigation
cycle. As formal framework for behavior coordination, we chose
the so-called dynamic approach to robotics (Schoener 1995). The
PERSES-architecture consists of three main subsystems or ”meta-
behaviors”: User Localization, User LogIn and Interactive Tour (see
Figure 1).  The subsystem User Localization is responsible for ex-
tracting the position of a potential user in the surroundings. It
supplies the resulting coordinates to the User LogIn subsystem,
which learns a vision-based user model used for user tracking
throughout the interactive shopping tour. Now it is the turn of
the user to ask the robot for an article he is looking for. Because
this part is not of direct research interest to us, we prefer a simple
solution for the dialog, e.g., a touch screen based user interface.
As a result of the dialog, the meta-behavior Interactive Tour is
activated. Now the robot shall guide the customer through the
market, using an omnidirectional camera to track the user, stop-
ping the tour in case the user stops or begins an individual shop-
ping tour.
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Figure 1: System architecture of our Personal Service System PERSES.
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User Localization: One of the major problems of our sce-
nario consists in the robust localization of a potential user in the
market. At present, we use a multimodal approach that inte-
grates both visual and acoustic stimuli  (see Figure 2). The mod-
ule Vision-based User Localization performs a motion-based
foreground-background segmentation in the image sequence
provided by the omnidirectional camera, and returns the angle
to the center of gravity of the largest moving region. While
standing still, the motion-based segmentation gives us some
candidate regions that indicate if and where persons could be
in the surroundings of the robot. For the acoustic localization of
a potential user clapping his hands or shouting a command, we
developed a biologically inspired model of binaural sound lo-
calization using interaural time differences and spikes as tem-
poral coding principle (Schauer 1999). According to this model,
the module Acoustic User Localization listens to a stereo sound
stream supplied by the microphones mounted on top of our
robot. It detects pitch onsets in the signals and calculates the
angle to the sound source from the phase shift between the
binaural signals. The integration of auditory saliency makes it
easy for the user to attract the attention of the robot and to
speed up the localization process significantly. The modules
both for Vision-based user localization and for  Acoustic user lo-
calization make use of the same actuator, namely, they try to
turn the robot towards the detected potential user. If both
modules generate alternative hypotheses, or if the Acoustic
User Localization detects a new sound source while the visual
module is turning the robot to a potential user, the contradicto-
ry motor commands have to be coordinated properly. This
competitive access to the actuators  is controlled by the Arbitra-
tion System.

The verification of a localization hypothesis is realized by the
User Verification module. Its execution is triggered, when the ro-
bot was turned by one of the localization modules and the con-
troller reached its final position. Due to the body movement of
the robot, the potential customer should be localized in front of
the robot allowing the frontal cameras to observe him and to
evaluate if he could be willing to interact with the shopping as-
sistant. As a very simple approach, we assume that a customer
may be considered to be a user possibly willing to interact if his
face and his upper part of the body are oriented towards the ro-
bot. To realize a robust verification of a user localization hypothe-
sis, we use a task-specific saliency system that integrates different
visual cues: skin color, head-shoulder contour, and facial structure.
This way, the system becomes much more robust, can handle
highly varying environmental conditions and is less dependent
on the presence of any specific feature. Details of our multi-cue
approach are presented in (Boehme 1999, Corradini 1999).

User Login: When a potential user has been localized visually
or acoustically, and the user has confirmed his willingness for in-
teraction, a vision-based model has to be learned, which can be
used in the course of the interactive tour to track the current user,
to keep the distance between user and robot constant, to re-
cognize the right customer, if he was lost from view, etc. Although
this part has not been realized yet, there exist a number of con-
ceptional ideas that will be investigated in the near future.

Interactive Tour: This module is activated when the User
LogIn subsystem provides the position of a desired area or article
in the market, or, in case of a logout of the user, activates the hom-
ing position. In both cases the internal module User Guidance
has to plan a route to the desired position. For map building, self-
localization, and global navigation, we use very efficient statistical
and  probabilistic techniques (Moravec 1988, Thrun,1998, Fox
1999a,b). We currently extend them to the specific visual input
provided by the on-board cameras. PERSES uses two types of
maps to self-localize and navigate: occupancy maps and a grid of
omnidirectional views of the local surroundings in the market.
Both maps are learned from sensor data (US-scans, camera imag-
es, and odometry readings) that are collected when manually
joy-sticking the robot through its environment or autonomously
exploring a local area in the market. In case a user is present, the
internal User Tracking module is active, too. This module’s goal is
to keep the user within the omnidirectional view and, moreover,
keep a constant distance to him. When the user falls behind or
moves in another direction, this module takes over execution by
inhibiting the User Guidance module and follows the user. An-
other task of the User Tracking module is the online adaptation
of  the visual user model in order to cope with the varying ap-
pearance of the user in the course of the shopping process.  Both
the User Guidance and the User Tracking modules compute mo-
tor commands for the next movement. Before execution, they are
passed to the Obstacle Avoidance module, which suppresses
motor commands that are impossible according to the actual
obstacle configuration of customers and market-specific obsta-
cles (shelves, pallets, shopping carts, special offers, etc.). The need
for vision-based methods for obstacle avoidance arises from the
circumstances in our scenario that numerous obstacles cannot
be perceived reliably by ultrasonic or laser sensors because of
their specific form, size or height (e.g., shopping carts, boards or
pipes jutting out of shelves). To handle this problem, besides visu-
al sonar (Horswill 1994), local navigation methods based on opti-
cal flow and inverse perspective mappings are currently investi-
gated in our lab.

At present, the map building in PERSES is based on ultrasonic
distance measures and odometry readings. One major problem
using odometry data is their increasing error over time, especially

Figure 2: Subsystem for user localization.
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concerning the rotation angle. To attenuate this effect, we utilize
a specific feature of our market: the floor shows a rectangular
structure caused by tiles which are uniquely oriented across the
whole market area. The idea is quite obvious: another camera ac-
quires images of the surrounding floor, and by continuously esti-
mating the dominant orientations within that image, we can cal-
culate the accurate orientation of the robot and, therefore, can
substitute the orientation measure supplied by odometry with
the correct orientation value. Hence, it is possible to eliminate the
orientation error, and subsequently, the position error. Of course,
the proposed approach does not hold in a more general frame-
work, but is very well suited for our special environment. Figure 3
illustrates the efficiency of this scenario-specific method for vi-
sion-based odometry correction. It shows the resulting occupan-
cy  maps without (left) and with (right) odometry correction.
Here, a section of the market of about 60 by 20 meters (path
length about 250 meters) was explored.

Most of the known approaches use laser or ultrasonic scan-
based occupancy grids for navigation. Already in the context of
the MINERVA tour-guide project (Thrun 1999), Dellaert (1999)
presented a vision-based approach for self-localization and navi-
gation using a camera pointed at the ceiling. Such ceiling mosa-
ics are more difficult to generate than occupancy maps, because
the height of the ceiling is unknown or might differ from point to
point, which makes it difficult to translate coordinates in the im-
age plane into real-world coordinates. In our experimental field,
we would have to handle more than six different heights of ceil-
ing in the range between 2.50 to 7 meters. Therefore, we current-
ly devise an alternative approach for a vision-based map building
and self-localization that combines the panoramic view of the
omnidirectional color camera with the Monte Carlo localization
method presented by Fox (1999b). First promising experimental
results of this approach can be found in (Koenig 2000). They
demonstrate the accuracy and robustness of this vision-based
localization method despite crowded surroundings and signifi-
cant modifications within the operation area.

3 Conclusions and Outlook
The PERSES project contains a collection of new and known

approaches, addressing challenges arising from the characteris-
tics of the scenario and the environment, and from the need to
continuously interact with customers. The overall system must be
understood as work in progress, undergoing continuous chang-
es. Therefore, so far, we can only present preliminary results dem-
onstrating the operation of selected subsystems. Future research
issues include the visual human-robot interaction, especially the
recognition of gestures (Corradini 1999) and body language, and
the flexible integration of all subsystems in our control architec-
ture. Besides the implementation of robust vision-based localiza-
tion and navigation methods, the continuous interaction be-
tween robot and user still remains a challenge.

Figure 3: Results of the occupancy map building; Without (left) and with
(right) vison-based correction of odometry.
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